THE TIME IS NOW FOR
FILE VIRTUALIZATION

One part of File Virtualization is a global file
system that abstracts the physical location of data
from the logical directory structure. Even though
data may move between physical file servers or
network-attached storage (NAS) systems, users
continue to access it through the same logical
path. File Virtualization goes beyond a global file
system. It enables that file system to pull storage
capacity from other file servers and NAS system,
creating a global pool for storing unstructured
data. Finally, it adds policies to automate the
movement of data to either balance loads or
drive down storage costs.
The concept of file virtualization is not new, but
its adoption rate is relatively low. The primary
reason for the technology’s slow start is a lack
of glaring need. Most organizations have
learned to live with the operational overhead of
dealing with multiple file servers or NAS systems,
especially if those systems were from one vendor.

UNSTRUCTURED DATA CHALLENGES

INTRODUCING DATACORE’S vFiLO

The state of unstructured data is changing, though, and the time is ripe for
file virtualization. One of those changes is the size of the unstructured data
set, which now, for most organizations, dwarfs the structured data set.
Where an organization might once have had five or six NAS systems, they
now might have a dozen or more from different vendors. With this many file
systems to navigate, users have a hard time finding the files they need. IT
faces the challenge of protecting all this data, managing so many systems,
and making sure that unstructured data doesn’t consume the entire data
center budget.

DataCore’s vFilO is a distributed files and object storage virtualization
solution. Today, it is a separate product from the company’s SANSymphony
block storage virtualization solution, but vFilO can consume block storage
from SANSymphony and present it as an SMB or NFS mount point. vFilO
can consume storage from a variety of providers, including NFS or SMB
file servers, most NAS systems, and S3 Object Storage systems, including
S3-based public cloud providers. Once vFilO integrates these various
storage systems into its environment, it presents users with a logical file
system and abstracts it from the actual physical location of data.

A second change is the number of protocols available to access it. There
are, of course, legacy protocols like NFS and SMB, but now IT needs to
contend with demands for a parallel network file system (pNFS) and object
storage based on S3. There is also a need for mixed access. For example,
an IoT device might transmit data via NFS for storage, but an analytics
process may want to process that data in parallel via pNFS.

Architecturally, vFilO is a service-driven architecture. The services run on
nodes that create a vFilO cluster. There are several metadata services that
manage the mapping of the logical file-system location to the physical.
There are also data services to provide access to data via NFS, SMB, or
S3. The services can be distributed across multiple nodes so that the file
virtualization engine does not become a bottleneck to performance.

USING DATACORE’S vFiLO
There are two use cases for vFilO that should immediately jump out at IT
professionals. The first is its capabilities as a global file system. Additionally,
IT can add new NAS systems or file servers to the environment without
having to remap users of the new hardware. The solution supports live
migration of data between the storage systems it has assimilated.
The other obvious use case is to leverage the capabilities of the global
file system and the software’s policy-driven data management to move
older data to less expensive storage automatically. The lower-cost target
can be a high capacity NAS, but more interestingly, it can also be an
object storage system. vFilO can transparently move data from NFS/SMB
to object storage. If the user needs access to this data in the future, they
access it like they always have. To them, the data has not moved.
The concept of moving old data to less expensive storage is one that has
been with us for a long time. While the ROI always makes sense on the
whiteboard, it doesn’t execute well. The problem is that in order to see
the cost-benefit of a high capacity NAS or object store, the organization
needs to buy a rather large system (100TB is a common starting point). To
make ROI calculations worse, the organization already owns the storage
that stores the old data. It is a hidden cost. Unless there is an object storage
specific workload that the archive process can piggyback onto, the ROI of
the object storage system becomes difficult to justify.

vFilO offers an additional way to establish an archiving process, cloudbased archive. Cloud capacity can be purchased incrementally, 1TB a
time if needed. With vFilO, organizations don’t need to archive anything
on day one. Instead, they can wait for the demand for additional storage.
Instead of buying more storage as they usually do, they leverage vFilO to
migrate just enough of their oldest data to the cloud to make room for the
new capacity demand. By incrementally building their archive, they are
delaying the cost of a significant upfront archive storage investment.
There are other use cases beyond simplifying migration and lowering
storage costs. Organizations can use vFilO to balance performance across
all their file servers and NAS systems. They can use it to improve resiliency
within the data center and across data centers. They can also use vFilO as
a data distribution system to make sure that each location has access to the
data it needs.

WITH vFiLO, ORGANIZATIONS
DON’T NEED TO ARCHIVE
ANYTHING ON DAY ONE.
INSTEAD, THEY CAN WAIT
FOR THE DEMAND FOR
ADDITIONAL STORAGE.

STORAGESWISS TAKE
The ROI of File virtualization is powerful, but
it has struggled to gain adoption in the data
center. File Virtualization needs to be explained,
and explaining it takes time. vFilO more than
meets the requirements to qualify as a top tier
file virtualization solution. DataCore has the
advantage of over 10,000 customers that are
much more likely to be receptive to the concept
since they have already embraced block storage
virtualization with SANSymphony. Building on its
customer base as a beachhead, DataCore can
then expand File Virtualization’s reach to new
customers, who, because of the changing state
of unstructured data, may finally be receptive
to the concept. At the same time, these new file
virtualization customers may be amenable to
virtualizing block storage, and it may open up
new doors for SANSymphony.

Storage Switzerland is the leading storage analyst firm focused on the
emerging storage categories of memory-based storage (Flash), Big Data,
virtualization, and cloud computing. The firm is widely recognized for its
blogs, white papers and videos on current approaches such as all-flash
arrays, deduplication, SSD’s, software-defined storage, backup appliances
and storage networking. The name “Storage Switzerland” indicates a
pledge to provide neutral analysis of the storage marketplace, rather than
focusing on a single vendor approach.

DataCore Software delivers the industry’s most flexible, intelligent, and
powerful software-defined storage solutions for block, file and object
storage, helping more than 10,000 customers worldwide modernize
how they store, protect, and access data. The company’s products,
IP, and experience, position DataCore as the authority on
software-defined storage.
To learn more visit https://www.datacore.com/products/vfilo/

